
1. Follow gable instructions 1-11.(To use the HippLock on a hip roof 
structure, the main device MUST be securely fastened to the roof 
structure and the outrigger MUST be properly installed.)

2. The device should be installed so that the outrigger is no closer than 
2 feet away from the edge of the hip section of the roof.

3. Remove the velcro strap from the device.
4. Rotate the outrigger so that the outrigger feet come into contact with 

the roof slopes. 
5. Use the outrigger adjustment bolt to make the outrigger hand tight against the roof. (DO NOT over 

tighten, this may lift the device off the roof)
6. Attach the rope to the corresponding outrigger foot. The rope is to be pulled in the same direction 

or toward the outrigger foot. The anchor point that is to be used is the one on the same side as the 
outrigger foot.  The outrigger foot will pooint toward the hip section of the roof that is to be inspected.

7. Do not enter the hip section from the ridge cap, travel down the gable slope and enter the hip from the 
side ensuring that the safety line is in contact with the hip cap shingles slightly lower than the main frame 
eye hole.

8. When working on the hip section of the roof, ensure that the safety line is taunt and in contact with the 
hip cap shingles prior to putting weight on the safety line. (As with the ridge cap, do not pull up on the 
safety line so that it is not in contact with the hip cap shingles.)

HIPPLOCK INSTALLATION & USE - HIP ROOF STRUCTURE

**The HippLock must be inspected prior to each use**

*WARNING: the outrigger does have limitations to its use, it relies on pressure between the its feet and roof slopes to secure it to the roof. If 
the granules on the roof are extremely loose, the feet will not stay in place and will create an unsafe condition, and should not be used. 
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FAILURE TO FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAN LEAD TO FATAL INJURY
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1. Remove the four 3/8” lag bolts that attach the HippLock to the roof. 
2. Retract the outrigger adjustment bolt and rotate the outrigger so that it is in line with the HippLock main 

frame. Secure the outrigger with the velcro strap.
3. Seal the holes in the roof left by the four 3/8” lag bolts with an approved roofing sealant.
4. Ensure your safety line is attached to the HippLock on the same side as you are descending the roof 

(remain directly behind the HippLock during the transition to the ladder).
5. Descend the roof surface to the ladder, carefully mount the ladder.
6. Rotate the HippLock so that the wheels are now in contact with the roof surface.
7. Using the pole system, descend the HippLock down the roof surface and hang off the gutter, roof, or 

ladder. (DO NOT descend the ladder or roof with the HippLock in hand)
8. Descend the ladder, remove the HippLock from the gutter, roof, or ladder.

REMOVAL OF HIPPLOCK FROM ROOF

**The HippLock must be inspected prior to each use**
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